Attendance: Dan, John, Catherine, Becca, Bria, Patrick, Michelle, Minhdzuy, Sean, Foster, Kathryn, Celia, Mike. Minhdzuy is now an official board member! Huzzah!

New Snuggie Commercial Trumps Old Snuggie Commercial AND the WTF blanket.

EOS:
- South Caf is for rizzle; but caf is staying open so people can get food and drinks during show. Probably won’t be a problem. Hopefully. We think. Sort of.
- Need music. Directors: Jump on it! Jump on it!
- Posters: Flyer Wednesday after rehearsal; then again on Thursday. 200 enough? Probably not.
- Cast Party? Need to ask at rehearsal for a house.

Closer:
- Catherine and Rachel are producing. Potential set designers, and Ben Stange is costume designing.

Kamikaze:
- Auditions are Sunday, the 11th at 4pm.
- Everybody who wants to be involved must go through the auditions.
- Theme: Shakespeare’s LLL.
- In email: Emphasize that this is a really cool opportunity, and will be the first production EVER in Keene Theater.

Next year: Oscars Party in the Keene!

Sean:
- Needs a bell for his EOS scene?
- Unfortunately the bell in AO3 is broken... just like everything else in AO3.
- Resolution? Don’t know. It got lost in a round of Fresh Prince.

Virginia:
- Don’t have any male understudies anymore, so no matinee performance on Sunday.
- Show is 2 hours, 40 mins without cuts. But don’t worry. Cuts will be made.